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Abstract. A simple method is described, based on
standard VHF wind-pro®ler data, where imbalances of
echo power between four o�-vertical radar beams,
caused by mountain waves, can be used to calculate
the orientation of the wave pattern. It is shown that the
mountain wave azimuth (direction of the horizontal
component of the wavevector), is given by the vector
�W�PE ÿ PW�;W�PN ÿ PS��; PN, PS, PE, PW are radar
echo powers, measured in dB, in beams pointed away
from vertical by the same angle towards north, south,
east and west respectively, and W is the vertical wind
velocity. The method is applied to Aberystwyth MST
radar data, and the calculated wave vector usually, but
not always, points into the low-level wind direction. The
mean vertical wind at Aberystwyth, which may also be
a�ected by tilted aspect-sensitive layers, is investigated
brie¯y using the entire radar output 1990±1997. The
mean vertical-wind pro®le is inconsistent with existing
theories, but a new mountain-wave interpretation is
proposed.

Key words. Meteorology and atmospheric dynamics
(middle atmosphere dynamics; waves and tides;
instruments and techniques).

1 Introduction

The power of VHF radar echoes from clear air almost
always depends on the radar beam pointing angle.
Echoes from a vertically pointing radar beam are
usually most powerful, because of anisotropic backscat-
tering, e.g. specular-type re¯ections such as Fresnel
scatter from ®ne-scale horizontal layers in the atmo-
spheric temperature structure (Dalaudier et al., 1994;
Luce et al., 1995; Hocking and Hamza, 1997). In

contrast, when a radar beam is pointed more than
�15±20� from zenith (Tsuda et al., 1997a), relatively
weak echoes are returned from isotropic turbulence.
Dependence of echo power on beam zenith angle is
known as `aspect sensitivity'.

It is also reported sometimes that aspect-sensitive
radar-scattering layers can become tilted, for instance by
gravity waves, with typical angles up to � 1±2� from
horizontal (e.g. RoÈ ttger et al., 1990). Recently, this
possibility has become relevant to wind pro®ler mea-
surements:

1. When scattering layers are tilted from horizontal
by the `universal spectrum' of gravity waves, the
distribution of the layer tilt angles may explain the
way that VHF radar echo power decreases, when a
radar beam is pointed away from the zenith (Tsuda
et al., 1997a).

2. VHF wind pro®lers can measure vertical wind
with excellent height and time resolutions. However,
tilted scatterers might corrupt the vertical-beam mea-
surements, by introducing a component of the hori-
zontal wind (Larsen and RoÈ ttger, 1991). Similarly,
measurements of the zonal, meridional and vertical
velocity perturbations of gravity waves will be mod-
i®ed as the gravity waves themselves tilt the radar-
scattering layers.

3. The long-term mean vertical wind, measured by
wind pro®lers throughout the world, is usually found to
be a few cm sÿ1 downward in the troposphere, and often
upward in the stratosphere. This is not always believed
to be genuine. In one of several interpretations, Mus-
chinski (1996) suggests how tilted scattering layers,
caused by Kelvin-Helmholtz Instabilities in regions of
jet-stream wind shear, can create a bias in the mean
vertical-wind measurement.

4. Wind shear caused by long-period waves in the
lower stratosphere is associated with an unexpected
imbalance between the echo powers of symmetric radar
beams. Tilting of aspect-sensitive scatterers, caused by
the onset of Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability (KHI) in the
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long-period waves, may explain this power imbalance
(Worthington and Thomas, 1996a, 1997).

5. When measuring aspect sensitivity, e.g. the pa-
rameter hs (Hocking et al., 1986; Jain et al., 1997) or the
anisotropy (Pepler et al., 1998), the azimuthal variation
of echo power is often assumed to be negligible.
However, tilted scattering layers can cause di�erences
between echo powers of beams pointed at the same
zenith angle, but in di�erent azimuths (Tsuda et al.,
1997b); such variations of echo power can be almost as
large as those between the beams at di�erent zenith
angles which are used to calculate aspect sensitivity.
Azimuth dependence must therefore be taken into
account, e.g. by using beams at several di�erent zenith
and azimuth angles.

The `tilted scattering layer' model of Tsuda et al.
(1997a, b), Worthington and Thomas (1997) (hereafter
WT97) and Muschinski (1996) can be tested in new
situations where tilted layers might also be expected, for
example, mountain-wave events. Instead of the onset of
KHI in high wind-shear conditions causing tilted layers
(WT97), in this study it is mainly the mountain waves
that tilt the air ¯ow and the scattering layers from
horizontal, producing echo power imbalances, as shown
later. Cross sections showing the tilting of potential
temperature surfaces by mountain waves have been
published by e.g. Elkhal® and Carissimo (1993).

Mountain-wave azimuth (i.e. the direction of the
horizontally projected wavevector) in¯uences the occur-
rence of critical-layer absorption, wave drag, and
trapping (e.g. Shutts, 1995, 1997). Traditionally, wave
azimuth can be found from the orientation of cloud
bands, data from aircraft campaigns (Shutts and Broad,
1993), or combined aircraft, balloon and VHF radar
comparisons (Caccia et al., 1997), but never before by
VHF radar alone. In theory, the azimuth might be

derivable from mountain-wave perturbations of the
horizontal wind, but usually it is impossible to isolate
the mountain-wave wind component from the spectrum
of other gravity waves. Radar vertical-wind measure-
ments, although sometimes dominated by mountain
waves, give no direct information about the wave
azimuth. However, it is shown later that imbalances of
echo power between four o�-vertical radar beams,
combined with vertical-wind data, may be used to
calculate the wave azimuth and its variation as a
function of altitude and time. Usually, VHF radar only
gives a vertical pro®le of the atmosphere directly above
the radar site, but this new method shows how radar
data can suggest more of the full 3-dimensional struc-
ture of mountain waves.

In numerical forecasting of mountain lee wave
events, Shutts (1997) considers waves that might be
generated within �60� of the low level wind azimuth;
this 120� uncertainty is large enough that azimuth
calculations by radar, such as in Sect. 4, may be useful.
Also, the results shown later are consistent with WT97,
where power imbalances between beam pairs at both 6�
and 12� from zenith are interpreted in terms of tilted
aspect-sensitive layers, and this helps to con®rm that
there is a specular-type contribution to radar echoes at
surprisingly large beam zenith angles.

2 Tilted aspect-sensitive scattering layers

Figure 1 shows a schematic picture of tilted scattering
layers, and the resulting imbalances of echo power,
following WT97. The roughness of the layers obeys a
ÿ5=3 power law for their vertical displacement, follow-
ing the model of Tsuda et al. (1997a). In Fig. 1a, the
tilted aspect-sensitive layers are nearly perpendicular to

Fig. 1 a±c. Schematic diagram of tilted aspect-
sensitive scattering layers and their e�ect on
the echo powers, P1 and P2, of a symmetric
pair of radar beams. A standard 5-beam
layout seen from above is also shown. In a the
scatterers are nearly perpendicular to beam 1
and far from perpendicular to beam 2, so the
echo power is greatest in beam 1. The layers
are on average horizontal in b, so the echo
powers in the two beams are approximately
equal
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beam 1, and far from perpendicular to beam 2, so the
echo power is greatest in beam 1. (The �5� tilt angles are
exaggerated for clarity; one or two degrees would often
be more typical for small-amplitude mountain waves.)
Note that, even in Fig. 1b where the layers are on
average horizontal, there are small regions with larger
tilt angles from horizontal; according to WT97, there is
a small specular contribution to radar echoes from
beams with large zenith angles, e.g. 12�, implying that
some scattering layers are tilted to similarly large angles
from horizontal.

Figure 2 shows a typical radar 5-beam arrangement,
with four beams pointed o�-vertical by an equal angle
towards north, south, east and west. The beams probe a
region of atmosphere where scattering layers are tilted in
a N±S direction by an angle d from horizontal, but are
not tilted in the E±W direction. This situation could
occur if there is a mountain wave pattern above the
radar, with its horizontal wave vector in the N±S
azimuth, i.e. its phase fronts and cloud bands aligned E±
W. The magnitude and sign of d depend on the phase of
the region of mountain wave above the radar; d can be
positive, negative or zero, and Fig. 2 represents a
`snapshot' where d takes one particular (non-zero) value.

Echo power in Fig. 2 would be increased in the S
beam, and decreased in the N beam, compared to the

radar echoes from horizontal scattering layers, as
discussed for Fig. 1. The power imbalance (PN ÿ PS)
would be negative (PN, PS, PE, PW are echo powers,
measured in dB, for the beams pointed towards north,
south, east and west respectively.) In contrast, the power
imbalance (PE ÿ PW) would be zero, since there is no
di�erence in the e�ective zenith angle of E and W beams
± their geometry is symmetric about a N±S vertical
plane.

Considering, instead, a situation with the mountain
wave vector aligned E±W (phase fronts and cloud bands
N±S), the power imbalance (PN ÿ PS) would now
become zero, and (PE ÿ PW) non-zero. As summarised
in Table 1, the relative size of the power imbalances
(PE ÿ PW) and (PN ÿ PS) might be used to estimate
crudely the orientation of a mountain-wave pattern
above a radar, to an accuracy of �45�. However, an
analytical method derived in Sect. 3 uses the exact
relative sizes of (PN ÿ PS) and (PE ÿ PW) to calculate
the azimuth of the mountain wave vector.

3 Calculating mountain-wave azimuth

3.1 Basic method

Assume a mountain-wave pattern that tilts aspect-
sensitive atmospheric structures, such as ®ne-scale stable
layers, which can give VHF radar echoes. The scattering
layers above a VHF radar are tilted by an angle d from
horizontal; usually, d varies with altitude, and, since the
mountain-wave pattern moves and changes above the
radar (Ralph et al., 1997; Worthington and Thomas,
1998), d will also vary with time. The horizontal
wavelength of mountain waves, typically �10±30 km,
is much greater than the region spanned by the radar
beams (� 2 km between a pair of 6� beams at 10 km
altitude) so the layers, although tilted from horizontal,
are assumed to be plane and not curved. This assump-
tion is checked in the Appendix.

A radar beam pointed away from the zenith, towards
north (e.g. the `N' beam in Fig. 2), has the unit vector
�0; sin h; cos h�, where h is its zenith angle. Cartesian co-
ordinates (x; y; z) are used, with positive x towards east,
positive y towards north, and positive z upwards. For a
tilted plane, with its north side inclined upward from the
horizontal by an angle d, and then rotated (about a
vertical axis) through an azimuth angle / clockwise
from north (Fig. 2 shows the case where / � 0), the unit
vector perpendicular to the plane is �ÿ sin/ sin d;

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram showing a 5-beam radar arrangement, and
scattering layers tilted in a N±S direction, but not E±W, which would
give an echo power imbalance between N and S beams, but not
between E and W beams

Table 1.

Power imbalances

(PN ) PS) (PE ) PW)

Mountain-wave NW±SE Equal magnitudes, but opposite signs
azimuth N±S +, ), or zero Always zero

NE±SW Equal magnitudes, same signs
E±W Always zero +, ), or zero
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ÿ cos/ sin d; cos d�. The scalar product of these two unit
vectors, ÿ sin h cos/ sin d� cos h cos d, gives the cosine
of the angle, H, between them. If the plane is that of the
aspect-sensitive layers above the radar, having been
tilted from horizontal by mountain waves propagating
in azimuth /, the nominal beam zenith angle h will be
modi®ed to:

H � cosÿ1�ÿ sin h cos/ sin d� cos h cos d�
or equivalently,

H � p
2
ÿ sinÿ1�ÿ sin h cos/ sin d� cos h cos d� �1�

i.e., H would be the beam zenith angle, if the radar beam
and scattering layers were, together, reorientated to
restore the tilted scattering layers to being horizontal. If
h � 6� and d � 1�, for example, then a mountain wave
azimuth of / � 0�; 90�; 180�; 270� gives H � 7�; 6:08�;
5�; 6:08� respectively. The results for / � 0� and 180�,
where H � 6� 1� and 6ÿ 1� respectively, might be
expected. However, the result H � 6:08� for / � 90�
and 270�, i.e. layers tilted E±W, but radar beam pointed
N or S, is less obvious. Note also that the e�ective zenith
angle for line-of-sight velocity measurements would be
modi®ed further, since aspect sensitivity pulls the
e�ective beam pointing angle nearer to being perpen-
dicular to the scattering layers; e.g. for horizontal layers,
the beam is pulled toward the zenith. However, this
complication can be ignored here, since only the relation
of echo power to H is being used.

For a beam zenith angle H of, e.g. 6�, the dependence
of echo power, in dB, on H can be assumed approxi-
mately linear over a range of a few degrees either side of
6� (e.g. Tsuda et al., 1997b). The imbalance of echo
power between a symmetric pair of radar beams,
measured in dB, is therefore

D1w � P�h;/; d� ÿ P �ÿh;/; d�
� A ÿ sinÿ1�ÿ sin h cos/ sin d� cos h cos d��

� sinÿ1�sin h cos/ sin d� cos h cos d�� �2�
where P is radar echo power, and A is the gradient of
echo power with respect to H, in dB per degree (typically
between ÿ0:5 and ÿ2:0 dBdegÿ1; Tsuda et al. (1997a)
and Jain et al. (1997) report ÿ1:25 and ÿ1:2 dBdegÿ1

respectively). The subscript `w' indicates that these
power imbalances are assumed to be caused by moun-
tain waves only.

For a beam pair in the orthogonal east-west azimuth
(in e�ect, an azimuth of /� p

2 instead of / for the pair of
radar beams, or /ÿ p

2 instead of / for the tilted plane),
the power imbalance becomes

D2w � P�h;/� p=2; d� ÿ P �ÿh;/� p=2; d�
� A ÿ sinÿ1�ÿ sin h sin/ sin d� cos h cos d��

� sinÿ1�sin h sin/ sin d� cos h cos d�� �3�
The dependence of A on azimuth, caused by other
factors such as a strong jetstream (Yoe et al., 1994) is
assumed to be small here. So, Eqs (2) and (3) give

D1w � A sinÿ1�a� c� ÿ sinÿ1�ÿa� c�� � �4�
D2w � A sinÿ1�b� c� ÿ sinÿ1�ÿb� c�� � �5�
where a � sin h cos/ sin d, b � sin h sin/ sin d and
c � cos h cos d. The inverse sine terms can be expanded
(e.g. Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965) since

sinÿ1 z � z� 1

2 � 3 z3 � 1 � 3
2 � 4 � 5 z5 � 1 � 3 � 5

2 � 4 � 6 � 7 z7 � . . .

�6�
Note that the small-angle approximation (the limiting
case being sinÿ1 z � z � sin z, as z! 0) cannot be used
here; (a� c), (ÿa� c), (b� c) and (ÿb� c) are all near
1, implying `large' angles near p=2. Combining Eqs. (4),
(5), (6) gives

D1w � A���a� c� ÿ �ÿa� c��
� 1

6��a� c�3 ÿ �ÿa� c�3� � . . .� �7�
D2w � A���b� c� ÿ �ÿb� c��

� 1
6��b� c�3 ÿ �ÿb� c�3� � . . .� �8�

If Eqs. (7) and (8) are expanded, all terms containing
even powers of a or b (e.g. a0c3 and ÿa0c3, or 3a2c and
ÿ3a2c) cancel out within each pair of square brackets.
Since any value of / and all realistically small values of h
and d give a � 0, b � 0 and c � 1, terms containing
higher powers of a or b very rapidly approach zero,
irrespective of the power of c that is multiplied with
them. The signi®cant terms in Eq. (7) are of order a1 and
b1, and neglecting terms of orders a3, b3, a5, b5 and
higher introduces an error of only a few percent to D1w

and D2w, according to numerical testing. Retaining only
the 1st order terms leaves

D1w � A 2a� ac2 � 3

4
ac4 � 3

4
� 5
6

ac6 � 3

4
� 5
6
� 7
8

ac8 � . . .

� �
and

D2w � A 2b� bc2 � 3

4
bc4 � 3

4
� 5
6

bc6 � 3

4
� 5
6
� 7
8

bc8 � . . .

� �
which slowly converge toward the exact values given by
Eqs. (2) and (3). Separating the terms with a /
dependence gives

D1w � A sin h sin d 2� c2 � 3

4
c4 � 5

8
c6 � . . .

� �� �
cos/

�9�
and

D2w � A sin h sin d 2� c2 � 3

4
c4 � 5

8
c6 � . . .

� �� �
sin/

�10�
i.e., the vector D2w;D1w� �, or
�PE ÿ PW�; �PN ÿ PS�� � �11�
has the same azimuth as the scattering layers tilted by
mountain waves, (sin/; cos/), without any need for
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information on the exact tilt angle d of the scattering
layers, the aspect sensitivity parameter A, or even the
nominal beam zenith angle h. Note that D1w and D2w are
measured in dB, since in Eqs. (2) and (3) it is the echo
power in dB that is approximately a linear function of
beam zenith angle H in degrees, following Tsuda et al.
(1997b). The non-dependence on d means that the
calculated azimuth is independent of the phase of the
mountain wave above the radar, except that the most
reliable estimate will be possible when power imbalanc-
es, and hence d and the vertical wind, are largest. As
d! 0 the power imbalances become too small to
measure reliably. The method given by Eq. (11) has,
independently, been applied empirically to mesospheric
VHF radar data by J. Y. N. Cho et al. (private
communication, 1998), and the results interpreted in
terms of the tilt angles of scattering layers.

3.2 Adapting the method for mountain waves

In practice, it can be di�cult to measure reliable
instantaneous values of �PE ÿ PW� and �PN ÿ PS�, since
other factors such as vertical shear of horizontal wind
also cause power imbalances (WT97). It is usually not
possible to average �PE ÿ PW� or �PN ÿ PS� over a few
hours, since mountain waves are not steady above the
radar, and the time-variations of W, often changing
between positive and negative W, indicate that the tilt
angle of the region of mountain wave above the radar is
varying (Worthington and Thomas, 1998). Consequent-
ly, the power imbalances D2w � �PE ÿ PW� and
D1w � �PN ÿ PS� will, over time, tend to average to
zero. And, although Eq. (11) does give the azimuth in
which the layers are tilted, the calculated mountain-
wave azimuth still has a 180� ambiguity.

All of these problems can be avoided using W, which
is dominated by mountain waves, as a reference to ®nd
the contribution to the power imbalances which is
caused only by mountain waves. The relative size of the
mountain-wave contributions to �PN ÿ PS� and
�PE ÿ PW� can then give the orientation of the wave
pattern.

Considering the quantities WD1 and WD2, Eqs. (9)
and (10) give

WD1w �WA sin h sin d 2� c2 � 3

4
c4 � 5

8
c6 � . . .

� �
� cos/

�12�
and

WD2w �WA sin h sin d 2� c2 � 3

4
c4 � 5

8
c6 � . . .

� �
� sin/

�13�
where the overbar indicates averaging over an interval
of height and/or time. The only terms with a /

dependence in Eqs. (12) or (13), cos/ and sin/, can
be taken outside the average since they are both
assumed constants over the height-time averaging
interval.

Unlike D1w and D2w, WA sin h sin d�2� c2 � 3
4 c4�

5
8 c6 � . . .� and hence WD1w andWD2w can be shown not
to average to zero. Of the terms in Eqs (12) and (13),
only W and sin d change sign as a function of altitude
and/or time. The relation between W and sin d, i.e.
W � U sin d, and hence W sin d � U sin2 d, where U is
the horizontal wind speed, determines the values that
Eqs. (12) and (13) average to. U does not remain steady,
but does not usually reverse direction with time, or with
height either, which would imply a critical layer for the
mountain waves; the variations of the sign of W, e.g. in
Fig. 4a, are mainly caused by the changing d of the
region of mountain waves above the radar (Worthing-
ton and Thomas, 1998). Since sin2 d must be positive or
zero, and U does not change sign, U sin2 d cannot
change sign within the averaging interval, and

WA sin h sin d 2� c2 � 3
4 c4 � 5

8 c6 � . . .
ÿ �

in Eqs. (12)
and (13) will average to a positive or negative number,
but not to zero. Even if the magnitude of W is reduced,
because the e�ective pointing angle of the vertical beam
is pulled towards being perpendicular to the aspect-
sensitive scatterers, this would not change the sign of the
W measurement.

Equations (12), (13) therefore give

WD1w � B cos/ �14�
WD2w � B sin/ �15�

where B �WA sin h sin d�2� c2 � 3
4 c4 � 5

8 c6 � . . .� and
(sin/, cos/) gives the azimuth of the tilted layers, /
being measured clockwise from north. The azimuth of
the mountain wave vector is the same as the azimuth of
the calculated vector

k � WD2w;WD1w

ÿ �
: �16�

The magnitude of vector k shows the combined e�ects
of several factors ± mainly, the aspect sensitivity and the
amplitude of the mountain waves. Note that it is still
assumed that D1w and D2w are caused by mountain-
wave tilting only; however, this assumption can now be
relaxed.

A time series of the measured power imbalance at a
given height, D2 � �PE ÿ PW) or D1 � �PN ÿ PS),
might be treated as a sum of two components, one
caused by mountain-wave tilts, the other caused by a
combination of the random measurement error, wind
shears (WT97), and layer-tilting by other gravity
waves. There is no reason to suspect that the
mountain-wave power imbalances are correlated with
those caused by random errors, shears and other
gravity waves; assume therefore,

D1 � D1w �D1r �17�
D2 � D2w �D2r �18�
where D1 and D2 are functions of both height and time,
and the subscripts `w' and `r' refer to the `mountain-
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wave' and the other `random' components respectively.
If W is similarly the sum of `mountain-wave' and
`random' terms (although dominated by mountain
waves in the examples shown later) then

W �Ww �Wr : �19�
The terms Ww, Wr, D1w, D1r, D2w and D2r are
assumed to be uncorrelated with each other, except
Ww, D1w and D2w which are inter-related since the
mountain-wave tilts cause both power imbalances D1w,
D2w and the non-zero vertical wind Ww. There might
be some correlation between Wr and D1r or D2r,
caused by other gravity waves. However, short period
gravity-waves are usually quite azimuthally isotropic
(e.g. Prichard and Thomas, 1993) so, for example, if
north-propagating gravity waves cause WD1 to be-
come more negative, this is balanced by south-
propagating gravity waves causing WD1 to become
more positive, giving no overall power imbalance. If
the gravity waves (other than mountain waves) are
strongly azimuthally anisotropic, then this will a�ect
the mountain-wave azimuth calculation. However, this
would be showing the actual atmospheric processes
and wave ®eld that are present, rather than being a
failure of the power-imbalance method. The e�ect of
gravity waves with periods much longer than the
averaging time, which may be more azimuthally
anisotropic, can be removed by subtracting the means
from W, D1 and D2 before calculating WD1 and
WD2.

Expanding WD1 using Eqs. (17) and (19) gives

WD1 ��Ww �Wr��D1w �D1r�
�WwD1w �WwD1r �WrD1w �WrD1r

�WwD1w �WwD1r �WrD1w �WrD1r �20�
where the last step is valid since the terms being
averaged are summed over the same set of data points.
The 2nd, 3rd and 4th terms in Eq. (20) average to zero,
provided the `random' terms are not correlated with
each other, or with the `mountain-wave' terms. After
su�cient averaging, Eq. (20) therefore gives

WD1 �WwD1w �21�
and similarly

WD2 �WwD2w : �22�
So, while Eq. (16) assumes that only mountain waves are
present, Eqs. (21) and (22) show that real data
containing power imbalances from other sources can
be used instead, and will give the same answer for the
calculated mountain-wave azimuth.

In summary, the mountain-wave azimuth is given by
the vector

k � W�PE ÿ PW�;W�PN ÿ PS�
h i

�23�
where the two vector components are positive when
towards E and N, and the overbars indicate averaging
over height and/or time.

3.3 Summary of the method

1. Need conditions of both aspect sensitivity and
mountain-wave activity, and also standard 5-beam VHF
radar data with measurements of vertical wind, and
echo powers in four o�-vertical directions (e.g. N6�,
E6�, S6�, W6�). Calculate the echo power imbalances
(PN ÿ PS) and (PE ÿ PW), the powers being measured in
dB.

2. Divide the data into blocks of a few km altitude �
a few hours. Subtract the means of W, (PN ÿ PS) and
(PE ÿ PW) from each data block.

3. Calculate the average quantities W�PN ÿ PS� and
W�PE ÿ PW� for each data block.

4. The mountain-wave azimuth for each data block is
given by the vector W�PE ÿ PW�, W�PN ÿ PS�. If the
radar beams do not point exactly N, E, S, W, then the
calculated azimuth will have an o�set equal to the angle
that the radar array is rotated from N, E, S, W, which
can easily be subtracted.

4 MST radar observations of mountain waves

4.1 Overview

The results in Sect. 3 are now used both to apply and to
test the tilted scattering layer model. Data are supplied
by the Natural Environment Research Council 46.5
MHz radar near Aberystwyth, Wales (52.4�N, 4.0�W),
operating in 5-beam mode. Peak transmitted power is
160 kW, duty cycle 2.5% , one-way beamwidth 3�, time
resolution <5 min, and pulse length 8ls with coding to
give height resolution of either 300 m or 150 m. Note
that the radar beams are not aligned N, E, S, W, but
instead N62.3�W, E62.3�N, S62.3�E, W62.3�S (nomi-
nally NW, NE, SE, SW). The o�set of 62.3� is removed
when the mountain-wave azimuth is calculated.

For mountains consisting of long parallel ridges, the
mountain wave vector would tend to be perpendicular
to the ridges (e.g. Mitchell et al., 1990), and not very
dependent on low-level wind direction; in contrast, an
isolated mountain peak generates a `ship wave'-type
pattern, containing a range of wave vectors (e.g. Simard
and Peltier, 1982). Real mountains are usually more
complex than simple ridges and peaks, often requiring,
for example, a spectral description (Shutts, 1995). Some
studies (e.g. Bacmeister, 1993) attempt to identify ridges
from terrain maps, and thereby predict the mountain
wave azimuth. However, Fig. 3 shows that the terrain
upstream of the Aberystwyth MST radar is not dom-
inated by clearly-de®ned two-dimensional ridges.

To investigate mountain-wave azimuth, three case
studies are chosen, summarised below, all showing echo
power imbalances caused by mountain waves, although
the synoptic conditions are di�erent.

� 4±9 January 1997. A low-level easterly wind persists
for nearly a week and generates mountain waves in the
troposphere, except for when a lull in wind speed
reduces the mountain-wave activity for several hours in
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the middle of the event. The mountain waves break near
10 km altitude (e.g. Worthington and Thomas, 1996b).
Aspect sensitivity in the troposphere is initially weak,
but becomes stronger later, and echo-power imbalances
then appear.
� 15±16 December 1993. A westerly low-level wind
generates mountain waves which propagate into the
stratosphere with no evidence of breaking. Aspect
sensitivity is much stronger above the tropopause and,
helped by the near-absence of inertia-gravity waves,
power imbalances caused by the mountain waves can be
seen in the lower stratosphere.
� 28±29 October 1997. The low-level wind is fairly
weak, and its direction variable, but some mountain
waves are generated in the troposphere. For a period of
several hours on 29 October, the mountain wave vector
points south, which is unexpected since the wind in the
lowest radar height-gates is south-westerly at this time,
i.e. the mountain waves appear to be generated at 45� to
the low-level wind azimuth. However further data from
radiosondes suggest that this calculated wave azimuth is
correct.

4.2 Mountain-wave azimuth observations

Beginning with 4±9 January 1997, Fig. 4a shows the
vertical wind W, with large perturbations indicating that
the air ¯ow is displaced from horizontal by mountain-
wave activity. Figure 4b shows the anisotropy, i.e. the
di�erence between vertical and o�-vertical echo power,
PVRT ÿ 1

4 �PNW6� � PNE6� � PSE6� � PSW6� ) whereP is the
echo power in the respective beam, measured in dB. The
four 6� echo powers are averaged together, in an attempt

to avoid here the dependence of echo power on azimuth
which is introduced by mountain waves. The anisotropy
is used as a measure of aspect sensitivity, instead of hs
which cannot be determined using only vertical and 6�
radar beam data (Hooper and Thomas, 1995). The
lightest-shaded regions in Fig. 4b indicate the highest
anisotropy, and hence strongest aspect sensitivity, e.g. in
the stratosphere. Aspect-sensitive atmospheric condi-
tions are needed for the method of Sect. 3 to work.

Figure 4c, d shows echo power imbalances,
(PNW6� ÿ PSE6� ) and (PNE6� ÿ PSW6�), which become
most obviously non-zero when there are both mountain
waves (Fig. 4a) and aspect sensitivity (Fig. 4b), e.g. in
the troposphere at 90±120 h; the data appear consistent
with the idea that tilted air¯ow which gives W 6� 0 also
tilts the radar scattering layers. The power imbalance in
Fig. 4c is correlated negatively with W in Fig. 4a; the
power imbalance in Fig. 4d is weaker, and generally
shows a positive correlation with W. Figure 4e shows
the background wind vectors, which are easterly at low
levels, while Fig. 4f shows the mountain wave vectors
calculated using the data from Fig. 4a, c, d and Eq. (23).
In the unshaded region of Fig. 4f, where there is both
aspect sensitivity and mountain-wave activity, the stan-
dard errors on the arrows are very small. The wave
vector azimuth points into the low-level horizontal wind
direction. Note that the vectors are derived with no
information about the horizontal wind direction, only
the vertical wind and the 6� echo powers are involved.

It would be useful to check the agreement of the wave
azimuth calculated using di�erent sets of o�-vertical
beams, measuring at the same time, e.g. (NW6�, NE6�,
SE6�, SW6�), (NW12�, NE12�, SE12�, SW12�), (N4.2�,
E4.2�, S4.2�, W4.2�) and (N8.5�, E8.5�, S8.5�, W8.5�)

Fig. 3. Map showing mid-Wales,
the sea, and the location of the
Aberystwyth MST radar. Land
height is given in metres. The
low-level wind direction for the
three case studies can be seen in
Figs. 4e, 7e, and 8e
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a Vertical wind (m s )-1 04-09/01/97
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f Mountain wave azimuth vectors
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for the Aberystwyth MST radar. The Aberystwyth radar
can use only 8 di�erent beams per cycle, and so this test
is di�cult to make; however this would, in future
studies, help to show whether variations of wave
azimuth with altitude, e.g. in Fig. 4f, are real. Note
that other gravity waves also tilt the scattering layers as
discussed earlier, and if these waves have a marked
azimuth dependence, there could be calculated azimuth
vectors with low standard errors outside the region of
mountain-wave activity, or the calculated vectors might
be modi®ed in the region assumed to be dominated by
mountain waves. However, in Fig. 4f for example, there
are no arrows above the region of mountain-wave
activity where this explanation might need to be
invoked.

The separate values of �W�PNW6� ÿ PSE6� �� and
�W�PNE6� ÿ PSW6� ��, before being converted into vec-
tors, are plotted in Fig. 5. Regions where �W�PNW6�ÿ
PSE6� �� and �W�PNE6� ÿ PSW6� �� are non-zero match up
with conditions of simultaneous large vertical wind and
aspect-sensitivity in Fig. 4a, b. At those phases of the
mountain wave where the tilt d (and hence W) are near

to zero, Fig. 5a, b shows values near zero as expected;
when the scattering layers above the radar are horizon-
tal, no information is available about the wave azimuth.
As a check, if the data with small jWj are removed
before calculating W�PNW6� ÿ PSE6� �� � and
W�PNE6� ÿ PSW6� �� � for each arrow in Fig. 4f, e.g. with
a cuto� requiring jWj > 0:5 m sÿ1, there is very little
change in the calculated wave azimuth. W can also be
calculated from the average of the line-of-sight velocities
in the o�-vertical beams, i.e. W � �vNE6� � vSE6��
vSW6� � vNW6� �=�4 cos h�.

Further information about mountain-wave orienta-
tion is available from wave clouds on satellite images.
Figure 6 shows a visible-light satellite image taken at
hour 110. The cloud bands appear to indicate trapped
lee waves since, where revealed by the presence of the
cloud bands, the waves are seen to persist downwind
over the sea for several cycles. Their wavelength is
approximately 5 km. The radar and the satellite are,
however, not detecting the same mountain waves, since
radiosonde data indicate these trapped wave clouds are
associated with a temperature inversion at 1:2 km
altitude, which is below the region observable in Fig.
4. The air has very low humidity above 1:2 km, and is
nearly saturated below, the waves apparently trapped in
a layer of high Scorer parameter at 1:2 km. The wave
vector in Fig. 6 (i.e. perpendicular to the cloud bands,
and pointing into the wind) varies between NE and SE.
Near the radar site, marked by a cross, the wave vector
is towards ENE. However, Fig. 6 gives no information
about the wavelength or azimuth of the untrapped
tropospheric mountain waves in Fig. 4a, since there are
no clouds above 1:2 km altitude. Both Fig. 4f and the
low-level wind direction in Fig. 4e may suggest that the
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Fig. 4. a Height-time plot of vertical wind velocity, measured by a
vertically pointing radar beam during a mountain-wave event on 4±9
January 1997; b anisotropy, i.e. the di�erence between vertical beam
echo power, and the average of the 6� beam echo powers, measured in
dB; c imbalance of echo powers between symmetric NW6� and SE6�
beams; d imbalance of echo powers between symmetric NE6� and
SW6� beams; e horizontal wind vectors; f mountain wave azimuth
vectors, calculated using Eq. (23). An estimate of standard error is
plotted, and the unshaded region shows where the method works best
because of both aspect sensitivity and mountain-wave activity. The
vector magnitude is set constant

b
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wave vector of the tropospheric mountain waves points
near to E rather than ENE. However, there is not
su�cient evidence here to prove that the low-level
trapped lee waves and the tropospheric mountain waves
may have di�erent azimuths.

Figure 7 shows the second case study, which has the
bene®t of strong aspect-sensitivity in the stratosphere.
The hills are fairly low to the west and north-west, but
maps with very much higher resolution than Fig. 1
(Ordnance Survey, 1987a, b) show there are many
individual peaks of 100±180 m, the highest being Bryn
hir (179 m), 4 km from the radar. Prichard et al. (1995)
have studied the generation of mountain waves observed
above the Aberystwyth radar, and concluded that even
the low hills to the west and north-west can produce
large-amplitude mountain waves, similar to Fig. 7a.
Figure 7c, d, especially Fig. 7c, shows again how the
power imbalances are only seen when aspect sensitivity
is strong (WT97). This implies that factors such as
horizontal gradients of horizontal wind (Larsen and
Palmer, 1997), which can cause deviations of beam
pointing angles, are not necessary to explain these data.
Note that, in Fig. 7a, in addition to the slowly-changing
mountain wave component, there are variations ofW on
shorter time scales down to 1 h or less (e.g. Worthington
and Thomas, 1998), with associated changes in the
power imbalances. In Fig. 7c, in contrast to Fig. 4c,
�PNW6� ÿ PSE6� � and W are now positively, not nega-
tively, correlated. The cloud cover on satellite images for
15±16 December 1993 does not show any wave clouds;
however, the wave azimuth can be calculated through-
out the lower stratosphere in Fig. 7f, showing that
variations of azimuth with altitude are not more than a
few tens of degrees.

Figure 8 shows the ®nal case study; the low-level
wind is initially from ESE, later from S and then SW.

The wave azimuth points towards ESE at ®rst, and turns
to remain facing into the low-level wind. However, after
�hour 30, the wave vector remains pointing S, and does
not turn any further so as to point into the south-
westerly background wind. Satellite images give no extra
information, showing mostly clear skies and no wave
clouds. To examine reasons for the wave vector perhaps
pointing toward S, Fig. 9 plots the wind speed and
direction measured by radiosondes, launched at Aber-
porth (see Fig. 3), each averaged over the altitude range
200±1000 m, which is below the range that the radar can
measure. The last two sondes in Fig. 9 indicate the wind
¯ow in the lowest km is nearly from S, not SW. Also,
whereas there are only low hills and the Irish Sea SW of
the radar, to the S there are hills of several hundred
metres (Fig. 3). For both these reasons, the S pointing of
the calculated wave vector is not surprising, and may be
correct. The wind speed below 1000m is stronger than in
the lowest radar height gates near 2 km, and this is also
more consistent with the generation of mountain waves.

4.3 Tilted layers and the mean vertical wind

As mentioned in Sect. 1, tilting of aspect-sensitive
scattering layers has been invoked to explain unexpected
observations of downward mean vertical wind (W) in
the troposphere, and upward W in the stratosphere
(Muschinski, 1996), perhaps caused by the wind shear of
di�erent sign above and below the jet maximum near
10 km. Other explanations have included real vertical
winds associated with the jet stream (Fukao et al., 1991;
Yoe and RuÈ ster, 1992), and correlations between
vertical-wind and re¯ectivity perturbations of gravity
waves (Nastrom and VanZandt, 1994; Nastrom and
Eaton, 1995), with a contribution also from antenna-

Fig. 6. Visible-light satellite image at 1333
GMT, 8 January 1997 (Courtesy of the
University of Dundee). The MST radar site is
marked by a cross. The coastline of north-
west Wales can be seen in a cloud-free region
downwind of the Welsh mountains
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a Vertical wind (m s )-1 15-16/12/93
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f Mountain wave azimuth vectors

e Horizontal wind vectors
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a Vertical wind (m s )-1 28-29/10/97
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f Mountain wave azimuth vectors

e Horizontal wind vectors
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pointing misalignment (Huaman and Balsley, 1996). The
mean pro®le of vertical wind measured by the
Aberystwyth MST radar is shown in Fig. 10. In addition
to the vertical-beam measurement, the NE6�-SW6� and
NW6�-SE6� beam pairs are used to calculate W,
assuming that W � �vNE6� � vSW6� �=�2 cos 6�� and W �
�vNW6� � vSE6� �=�2 cos 6�� respectively, where v is the
line-of-sight velocity in the relevant beam. In Fig. 10a,
the three pro®les only use data from when all ®ve beams
(NW6�, NE6�, SE6�, SW6� and vertical) are available,
whereas pro®les in Fig. 10b use data from whenever the
relevant beam (or beam pair) is available. While the
radar is not always run in 5-beam mode, the vertical

beam is almost always used, so there is a very large
amount of vertical-beam data in Fig. 10b, more than
15, 000 h (600 days), almost the entire output of the
Aberystwyth MST radar during June 1990±December
1997. For the other pro®les in Figs. 10a, b, approx-
imately half this amount of data is available. Pro®les
obtained by splitting the data into two roughly equal
halves (1990±1994 and 1995±1997), averaging each
separately, are almost identical to Fig. 10, which gives
further con®dence in these results.

All the pro®les show a similar form, although with
some quantitative di�erences perhaps related to the
layer-tilting discussed earlier. The mean vertical wind is
found to be as much as 3 cm sÿ1 downward in the
troposphere, and more weakly upward in the strato-
sphere, which agrees with many of the previous studies
of W already cited. The upward W in the stratosphere is
not, however, consistent with the model of Nastrom and
VanZandt (1994), in which gravity waves, propagating
upward from the boundary layer, can introduce a
downward bias to radar W measurements. A change
of sign near 10 km is described by Yoe and RuÈ ster (1992)
and Muschinski (1996); however, in Fig. 10 there are
further reversals in the sign of W, below 3 km and
18 km, and these cannot be explained by any of the
models discussed.

Although the magnitude and sign of W in most of the
troposphere and lower stratosphere (3±18 km) are con-
sistent with other studies, the extra changes of sign at
Aberystwyth might indicate a residual mountain-wave
component in the W pro®le, i.e. the occurence of
di�erent phases of mountain wave above the radar, in
terms of both the horizontal and vertical position of the
phase fronts, is not random in the available data, so W
does not tend to zero. There might be a slightly greater
probability for mountain waves with a particular
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vertical wavelength and phase, similar to those in Fig.
10, to occur above the radar, perhaps because of the
prevailing winds and the topography around the radar
(e.g. Caccia et al., 1997). The good agreement of W
between 3±18 km with previous studies might then be no
more than a strange coincidence.

5 Conclusions

Imbalances of VHF echo power between symmetric
pairs of radar beams, caused by tilting of aspect-
sensitive layers by mountain waves, can be used to
calculate the orientation of the wave pattern. Informa-
tion about the tilt angles of the scattering layers, or the
aspect sensitivity, is not required. In the most basic
method, wave azimuth is given by the vector
�PE ÿ PW�; �PN ÿ PS�� �, where PN, PS, PE, PW are radar

echo powers, measured in dB, in beams pointed away
from zenith by the same angle towards north, south, east
and west respectively. An improved method uses the
vertical-wind perturbations of mountain waves as a
reference, to ®nd the relative mean magnitudes of the
mountain-wave contributions to power imbalances
�PE ÿ PW� and �PN ÿ PS�. It is shown that the moun-
tain-wave azimuth is given by the vector

W�PE ÿ PW�;W�PN ÿ PS�
h i
where W is the vertical wind velocity. Problems arising if
the mountain-wave horizontal wavelength and the radar
beam separation are similar are investigated in the
Appendix, and found to be not signi®cant provided the
wavelength is more than �3 times the beam separation.
Data from the Aberystwyth MST radar are used to
calculate height-time plots of mountain-wave azimuth.
In three case studies, the wave vector is usually found to
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point into the low-level wind, showing variations of not
more than a few tens of degrees with altitude.

The mean vertical wind �W� pro®le is calculated
using more than 600 days of data from the last eight
years of Aberystwyth radar operation. WhileW between
3±18 km is consistent with previous studies, reversals of
sign above 18 km and below 3 km are not explainable by
existing models, but may represent a residual mountain-
wave component.
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Appendix

The scattering layers above the VHF radar, although
tilted, are assumed to be plane and not curved.
However, if the horizontal wavelength of the mountain
waves is similar to the radar beam separation, then the
curvature of the layers is not negligible. To test the e�ect
of curved not plane scattering layers, the mountain-
wave azimuth is calculated using Eq. (23) with data from
an arti®cial sinusoidal wave pattern. Instead of assum-
ing a single tilt d at any given time, local values of d are
found for each o�-vertical beam position, given by the
slope of the plane tangent to the layers tilted by the
mountain wave at these locations. The layers are still
assumed plane over the much smaller width of the radar
beam (�500 m at altitude 10 km, if the angular
beamwidth is 3�). Using W / sin d to give the vertical
wind that would be measured by the vertical beam, and
averaging over all phases (0 ! 2p) of the mountain-
wave pattern, the di�erence between the true wave
azimuth and that calculated from (23) is plotted in Fig.
11a.

The azimuth error is less than �10�, provided the
horizontal wavelength is more than 3 times the beam
separation. The zenith and tilt angles used are h � 6�
and d � 2� respectively, although other typical values of
h and d (with h� d) give similar results. Considering,
for example, low-level trapped lee waves at 2 km
altitude, the horizontal separation of two 6� radar
beams is 0:4 km, so the lee wave length would need to be
1.2 km or greater for the power-imbalance method to
work. For mountain waves at 10 km altitude, the beam
separation is 2.1 km, requiring a wavelength at least
6:3 km. For typical mountain waves (e.g. Shutts and
Broad, 1993; Shutts, 1997) these conditions are not very
restrictive, and the assumption of ¯at, tilted scattering
layers in Eq. (23) is valid. The close agreement between
the true azimuth and that calculated from Eq. (23), in
the limit where the wavelength is much greater than the

beam separation (i.e. the upper half of Fig. 11a),
con®rms the validity of the approximations used to
derive Eqs. (9) and (10). Figure 11b-i shows tests using
averages over various phase intervals, including both
some typical examples, and other more extreme ones
with some intervals much shorter than 360� (e.g. Fig.
11b) which would almost never occur in nature. When
the wave pattern is positioned with a region of greatest
upward or downward displacement directly above the
vertical radar beam (phase 0�, or 180�), the power-
imbalance method must fail since D1w and D2w, in Eqs.
(2) and (3), both become zero and the azimuth is
unde®ned; however, with an in®nitely small variation of
wave phase (e.g. Fig. 11f, g), the power imbalances
become non-zero and the method works, so this problem
should not occur with real data (although, in practice,
the power imbalances and vertical wind in Fig. 11f, g
would be too small to measure by VHF radar). The
azimuth error is increased for certain small phase
intervals (Fig. 11b, g), but Figs. 4, 7 and 8 show how
it is possible, using real data, to average over larger
intervals so that the error will be much reduced, and
comparable to Fig. 11a, h, i. Overall, it appears that
curvature of the scattering layers is not a serious
problem provided the horizontal wavelength is more
than �3 times the beam separation.

Any sensitivity to the range of wave phases in the
height-time averaging interval can be identi®ed in real
data; for example, in Figs. 4f, 7f and 8f, each calculated
wave vector is an independent sample of the mountain
wave pattern, containing a di�erent range of wave
phases, yet adjacent wave azimuth vectors agree, which
gives con®dence in the results. The averaging height/
time interval can be increased until the calculated
azimuth is insensitive to the exact interval being used,
and adjacent arrows agree; the azimuth could even be
assumed constant with height, and only the time
dependence calculated. Further tests of the power-
imbalance method are also made by R.M. Worthington,
R.D. Palmer and S. Fukao, 1998, `An investigation of
tilted aspect-sensitive scatterers in the lower atmosphere,
using the MU and Aberystwyth VHF radars', manu-
script in press, Radio Science, and it is applied by R. M.
Worthington, 1998, `Alignment of mountain wave
patterns above central Wales: a VHF radar study during
1990±1998', manuscript submitted to Journal of Geo-
physical Research.

Note that the error in calculated azimuth is zero
when / � 0�, 45�, 90�, 135�, 180�, 225�, 270�, 315� and
360�, even when the layers are curved not plane, over the
range of wavelengths shown in Fig. 11. When the
scattering layers are tilted and curved by a gravity wave
with / � 0� or 180�, the power imbalance between E
and W beams must be zero, so the calculated azimuth
can only lie N±S, which is correct. For / � 90� and
270�, the N±S power imbalance must be zero, and the
calculated azimuth must lie E±W. For / � 45�, 135�,
225� and 315�, the error introduced by the curvature of
layers has an identical e�ect on the N±S and E±W power
imbalances by symmetry, so they remain equal, causing
no error in the azimuth calculation. Therefore, even in
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atmospheric conditions where several assumptions of
Sect. 3.1 may be unusually poor, e.g. the layers are
curved, or the gradient of echo power with zenith angle
cannot be approximated over a small range as linear, the
method given by Eq. (23) is constrained to remain
accurate to within 45�, and the calculation of mountain-
wave azimuth is robust.
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